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ERRATA

Errata Description
1. During power-up, if the SXFC by-pass capacitor is connected to VCC, the PLL may
drift to the maximum VCO frequency.

Applies
to Mask

It is recommended that the SXFC by-pass capacitor is connected to GND to prevent this condition from occurring.
2. During STOP mode, a floating node exist in the PLL which allows the SXFC voltage to drift up to VDD. This increase the risk of the PLL to be locked at the maximum VCO frequency coming out of STOP mode.
The work-around is to place a 10 MΩ resistor from the SXFC pin to GND.
3. The PLL lock bit detection circuitry failed to operate correctly in an over-damped
system where the SXFC external capacitor is larger than or equal to 1000 pF. This
causes the lock bit to not be asserted even though the PLL still lock properly.
The recommended work around is to use a software time loop of 5 ms or more instead of the “lock bit assertion” polling loop.
The hardware work-around is to use a smaller capacitance value (around 220 pF
for lock bit assertion)) for the capacitor from the SXFC to GND and then switch to
a larger capacitance value (bigger or equal to 1000 pF for stability) once the lock
bit has been asserted.
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4. The CHKAAU instruction does not operate correctly if there is a killed instruction
between the last valid AALU update and the CHKAAU instruction.
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This is true where CHKAAU follows a conditional instruction such as BRKcc,
REPcc and REP 0.
For example:
clr
move
move
move
andi
asl
repnr
asl
chkaau

a
#$800,x0
x0,a
#3,r0
#0,ccr
a
a

(r0)(r0)-

; condition true, do not rep
; this instruction is killed
; problem occurs here

There is no software work around for this problem.
5. If the second read of a dual read instruction is from the on-chip or internal memory and the dual read instruction is immediately preceded by the conditional
transfer instruction where the condition is false (the transfer is aborted), then the
incorrect data will be read to the register.
For example:
move
move
move
tlt
add

#$400,r0
#$c000,r1
#$c030,r3
x0,b
r0,r2
;condition false, do not transfer
y0,b
x:(r1)+,y1
x:(r3)+,x1
; problem here

Adding an instruction, such as NOP, between the Tcc instruction and the dual
read instruction would fix the problem.
6. The RSSI receive/transmit interrupts occur when the interrupt is enabled even
though the transmit/receive enable are cleared.
For example:
TE = 0, TIE = 1, TDE = 1: The transmit interrupt will occur even though the transmitter is disabled.
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7. In gated clock mode, the RSSI receiver does not operate unless the transmitter is
also enabled. So in order to receive data, in gated clock mode, both RE and TE
must be set.
8. In external gated clock mode, the data on the RSSI STD pin can occur 2 bit periods
late. If this problem occurs, then the observable effect is that the STD pin remains
three-stated during the first two bit periods of a transmit word.
9. In external gated clock mode, the RSSI STD pin can be three-stated in the middle
of a word by clearing the TE bit. This is not consistent with other RSSI operating
modes where clearing the TE bit in the middle of a transmit word causes the STD
pin to be three-stated at the end of the transmit word.
10. In the RSSI, when TUE has been set for more than one word period, while the
transmitter is operating, TUE can be incorrectly set again after it has been cleared
by reading SR and then writing TX or TSR. This problem occurs when the clear
operation is performed during the last half bit period of one word or the first half
bit period of the next word. When this happens, the TDE and TUE flags will be
asserted at the same time after the clear operation.
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NOTES

1. An over-bar (i.e. xxxx) indicates an active-low signal.
2. The letters seen to the right of the errata tell which DSP56166 mask numbers apply.
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3. Manuals and data sheets may also have errata that is documented on the appropriate errata
sheet as discovered.
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